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1.Product Specification
Model: AF-5D
Brand： AOFAR
Size: 140x60x16mm
Color: black / transparent
Material: Acrylic, damping oil
Accuracy: ±1°
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Display mode: Compass type
Carrying method: Hand-held

2.Application
Ideal for camping, hiking, adventure, positioning,
mapping, etc.
3.Principles and structures

3.1 Principles:This instrument takes advantage of
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the interaction of magnetic substance (magnetic
needle) and the earth magnetic field, which has the
feature of pointing out certain direction of magnetic
meridian.
The direction of magnetic meridian is determined by
referring to the scale on the dial and set goal. The
unknown degree of another target can b measured
based on two selected measure points (or the known
measure points).
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3.2 Structure:
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① Ruler
② Advance Arrow
③ Turntable
④ Magnetic needle
⑤ Directional arrows

⑥ Orientation line
⑦ Flat plate
⑧ Magnifying glass
⑨ Drawing marks
⑩ Lanyard
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①Ruler：The left edge of the Flat plate is 1:50000 map
scale.The right side edge of the Flat plate is a
centimeter scale。the top of the Flat plate is a 1:25000
map scale. The middle of the Flat plate is a 500 m,
1000 m, 1500 m contour line scale.
② Advance Arrow： The middle of the Flat plate is
Advance Arrow，The scale arrow, when looking for the
direction, it should be aligned with the target, match the
degree line, and judge the direction forward.
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③ Turntable：Transparent circular disk engraved with a
360 ° degree line, which can be rotated left and right.
The north N fluorescent label is convenient for use in
dark places
④Magnetic needle：The magnetic pointer has red and
black two ends, the red one is always pointing to the
north; the black one is always pointing to the south.
⑤ Directional arrows：Red magnetic needle in the
Turntable,Guide the direction of the north.
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⑥ Orientation line:A directional line that is balanced
with a directional arrow
⑦ Flat plate ： Transparent plastic plate.
⑧Drawing marks：Located in the center of the Flat
plate with a rounded raised position for magnification
⑨ Drawing marks::Triangles or large, medium and
small circles are easy to draw.
⑩ Lanyard:Colorful nylon rope is easy to find and
carry.
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4.Attention
1. Keep horizontal when storing and using, so that the
magnetic needle can rotate freely.
2. Avoid contact with corrosive liquids;
3. Keep away from magnetic fields or metals.
4. Protect against collisions.
5. Avoid exposure to the sun;
6. It should be cleaned after use.
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5.Contact us
service@aofar.com URL : www.aofar.com Facebook:Aofar Us

mailto:/service@aofar.com
http://www.aofar.com



